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Abstract 

Emotion plays a dominant role in speech. The same utterance with different emotions can lead to a completely 
different meaning. The ability to perform various of emotion during speaking is also one of the typical characters of 
human. In this case, technology trends to develop advanced speech emotion classification algorithms in the demand 
of enhancing the interaction between computer and human beings. This paper proposes a speech emotion clas-
sification approach based on the paralinguistic and spectral features extraction. The Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCC) are extracted as spectral feature, and openSMILE is employed to extract the paralinguistic feature. The 
machine learning techniques multi-layer perceptron classifier and support vector machines are respectively applied 
into the extracted features for the classification of the speech emotions. We have conducted experiments on the 
Berlin database to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed approach achieves satisfied performances. Comparisons are conducted in clean condition and noisy condition 
respectively, and the results indicate better performance of the proposed scheme.

Keywords Speech emotion classification, Paralinguistic features, Spectral features, Support vector machine, Multi-
layer perceptron classifier

1 Introduction
In recent years, the rising demand for artificial intelli-
gence has made human-computer interaction program a 
heat aspect in computer technology. In this case, human 
emotion, specifically speech emotion detection, has 
raised great attention. The same utterance with different 
emotions can lead to a completely different meaning. The 
ability to perform various of emotion during speaking is 
also one of the typical characters of human. Therefore, 
technology trends to develop advanced speech emotion 
recognition systems in the demand of enhancing the 
interaction between computer and human beings, and 
thus emotion classification/recognition gradually become 

an undeniably essential application in voice signal pro-
cessing and human-computer interaction [1–4].

Actually, the emotion classification is based on kinds of 
psychology models, which classify emotions according to 
certain rules and principles, helping us better understand 
and explain emotions. Here are several commonly used 
emotion classification models. The most basic one is the 
Six Basic Emotions Model [5], which categorizes emo-
tions into six types: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sad-
ness, and surprise. The Six Basic Emotions Model (SBEM) 
is one of the most well-known and widely used models 
in emotion classification and has been applied in fields 
such as psychology, neuroscience, and computer graphics. 
However, this model is limited by oversimplification, as 
emotions are complex and some cannot be classified using 
this model. Therefore, a 2D emotion model, Circumplex 
Model of Affect [6], was proposed, where the emotion is 
presented by arousal and valence. Thereinto emotional 
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arousal refers to the intensity or degree of emotion, and 
emotional valence refers to the physiological response 
and behavioral tendency of emotion. Figure 1 displays the 
Circumplex Model of Affect applied on the Berlin Dataset 
emotion classes [7]. On this basis, there is another com-
mon emotion classification model called the three-factor 
emotion model [8]. In addition to emotional arousal and 
valence, the model adds emotional significance, which can 
better explain the performance and changes of emotions 
in different contexts.

In general, speech emotion classification systems con-
sist of two parts: feature extraction and feature classifi-
cation. Feature extraction deals with extracting speech 
features related to emotions using some extractor tools. In 
feature classification, it processes the extracted features to 
train the model using a classifier to predict the category of 
the emotion. In this way, the selection of emotion feature 
became the key point. Various speech features have been 
used in emotion classification [9, 10]. It has been reported 
there are three classes of traditional features based on the 
way of human to speak: prosodic features [11], syllable 
features [12], and spectral features [13, 14]. The prosodic 
feature is also called suprasegmental feature or paralin-
guistic feature [11]. It is mainly controlled by the pitch, 
energy, and frequencies of speech [15]. Syllable features 

are mostly associated with the quality of voice. Spec-
tral feature is considered as the reflection of the relation 
between moving sound track and making sound. At most 
time, the linear prediction cepstrum coefficients (LPCC) 
[16] and the Mel-scale frequency cepstral coefficients 
(MFCC) [17] are on behalf of this genre of feature. Many 
researches have been done using various of features. 
Nwe et al. [18] proposed a speech emotion classification 
based on Markov model using short time log frequency 
power coefficient (LFPC). They proposed text independ-
ent method of emotion classification of speech, which 
made use of LFPC to represent the speech signals and 
used a discrete hidden Markov model (HMM) as the clas-
sifier. The performance obtained from their method had 
been compared with that of the LPCC [16] and MFCC 
feature commonly used in speech classification systems. 
Wong et al. [2] did a research about speech emotion clas-
sification by using a proposed Fourier parameter. This 
parameter is closely related to speech quality and used 
its perceptual content with the first and second-order dif-
ferences for speaker-independent speech emotion classi-
fication. Due to the differences in speech characteristics 
between children and adults, with children’s voices typi-
cally having higher pitch and faster speech rate, Albu et al. 
[19] utilized MFCC and some parameters to obtain the 

Fig. 1 Mapping the Berlin Dataset emotion classes onto the Circumplex Model of Affect [7]
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feature vector for the neural network’s input. These addi-
tional parameters include the short-term energy, the zero-
crossing rate, the spectral roll-off, and spectral centroid. 
The mean and standard deviation of these features were 
then calculated and combined to create the final feature 
vector for speech signals.

In the aspect of classification method, various options 
can be taken for speech emotion system [20, 21]. Par-
ticularly, extreme learning machine (ELM) [20], K-near-
est neighbor (KNN) [21], and support vector machine 
(SVM) [22] are all identical and widely used classifiers. 
Each classifier has its own properties that are suitable 
for a certain type of application. To enhance the perfor-
mance of classification, a wide range of feature selection 
methods is optional. Deep spectral networks (DNNs) 
have also been used in classification of speech emotion. 
As presented in [23], an emotion state probability dis-
tribution for each speech segment was produced using 
DNNs, and utterance-level features were constructed 
from segment-level probability distributions. As for chil-
dren’s emotion classification, Albu et  al. [19] tested the 
performance using radial basis function (RBF), ELM, and 
online sequential ELM (OS-ELM) networks. The experi-
mental results indicate that the RBF network achieves 
superior performance compared to ELM.

However, though numerous researches have been 
done in years, the classification using these features 
under noisy environment is still a huge problem. The 
performance of classification will be teared down with 
noise-distorted signals. Therefore, in this study, a tra-
ditional paralinguistic feature mentioned as above and 
spectral feature are extracted to process classification 
procedure. The spectral feature is presented by a com-
putational model which output a series of responses of 
a speech’s particular characteristic frequency through 
auditory nerve fiber. The MFCC coefficients are extracted 
as spectral feature. Meanwhile, we propose to extract 
the traditional paralinguistic features presented by the 
INTERSPEECH 2013 paralinguistic challenge set [24] 
from the speech for speech emotion classification, using 
OpenSMILE [25] toolkit. A wide range of paralinguistic 
features and prosodic features are included in this set. 
The INTERSPEECH 2013 contains 6373 features, LLD 
including energy, spectrum, cepstrum, sound, log har-
monic noise ratio (HNR), spectral harmonicity, and psy-
choacoustic spectral clarity. To extract the features, the 
following procedures are conducted: extracting the low-
level descriptors, adding Hamming windows, smoothing 
features, adding coefficients, and applying functionals to 
each of the descriptors.

After extracting the features, we employ the multi-
layer perceptron classifier (MLP classifier) [26] and SVM 
respectively for the classification of speech emotions. 

The Berlin database is used to evaluate the performance, 
and the experimental results show that the proposed 
approach achieves good performances under different 
conditions and performs better than the related work in 
terms of the various evaluation metrics. The structure 
of this paper is organized as follows: Section  2 explains 
the proposed approach in detail, Section 3 illustrates the 
experimental results, and Section 4 concludes the paper 
and gives the future works.

2  Proposed speech emotion classification 
approach

It is important to mention that the test database has silent 
segments; therefore, the data is required to be pre-pro-
cessed in order to make the speech samples suitable for 
the method in this study; meanwhile, pre-processing also 
has the ability to improve the accuracy of classification 
results. In this study, the sample rate of speech will be 
extracted by Librosa [27], which is a toolbox provided by 
Python, and mainly used in processing audio or analyz-
ing audio. The silent segments will be removed by tool-
box IPython, which uses the sample rate to specify the 
useful rate and remove the useless rate. Figure  2 shows 
the example of speech spectrum before and after pre-
processing. (a) shows the spectrum of the original speech 
sample, and (b) shows the sample after pre-processing. 
After preprocessing, we employ the OpenSMILE and 
MFCC for feature extraction respectively. OpenSMILE 
is an open-source software for automatically extracting 
features from audio signals and classifying speech and 
music signals. The standard feature set used in this study 
is the openSMILE/openEAR “emobase” set, which has 
998 acoustic features for emotion classification, including 
the different low-level descriptors (LLDs): intensity, loud-
ness, 12 MFCC, pitch (F0), voiced probability, F0 enve-
lope, 8 line spectral frequency, zero-crossing rate, and the 
delta regression coefficients.

MFCC is a feature widely used in automatic speech and 
speaker classification as they are suitable for understand-
ing humans and the frequency at which humans speak. 
MFCC feature extraction consists of two key steps: Mel 
frequency analysis and cepstral analysis. MFCC is a set 
of key coefficients used to establish Mel cepstral. From 
the segments in the audio signal, we can obtain a set of 
cepstrums that are sufficient to represent the audio sig-
nal. Different from the general cepstrum, the frequency 
band on the Mel cepstrum is evenly distributed on the 
Mel scale, such a frequency band will be more linear 
than what we generally see. The cepstral representation 
method is closer to the human nonlinear auditory sys-
tem. Therefore, in this method, we choose MFCC as the 
feature extraction method.
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2.1  Classification using MLP classifier
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed SEC-MLP. 
The MLP classifier is a network made up of perceptron. 
The structure consists of an input layer Lin , n hidden lay-
ers Lh , and an output layer Lout . Each layer consists of 
several neurons, and each neuron in a layer is fully con-
nected to every neuron in the adjacent layers [28]. The 
Lin is the first layer of a neural network, which receives 
input data and passes it to the next layer. And each neu-
ron corresponds to one feature of the inputs; therefore, 
the number of neurons Nin in Lin depends on the number 
of input features. The output layer Lout is used for making 
predictions for the given input. Each neuron in Lout rep-
resents a class and outputs the probability of belonging 
to its corresponding class. Generally, the number of neu-
rons in Lout equals the number of classes in a classifica-
tion problem. If the input needs to be classified into Nout 
classes, then the output layer should have Nout neurons. 
The layers present in between the input layer and output 
layer are called hidden layers Lh . Each Lh of a neural net-
work receives signals from the previous layer’s outputs 
and passes them on to the next layer as inputs through 
weighted connections. Each Lh also has Nh neurons, and 
the number of n and Nh can be adjusted according to task 
requirements. For speech emotion recognition tasks, the 

input features are typical with high dimensionality, while 
the number of output classes is relatively small. There-
fore, selecting a smaller number of neurons can help 
reduce the neural network’s complexity and decrease the 
training time and memory usage of the model [29, 30]. 
In this paper, we set the number of neurons in each Lh 
to 300. Given k training samples, an MLP with an input 
feature dimension of Nin , n hidden layers with Nh neu-
rons in each hidden layer, and Nout output neurons, 
the time complexity for classification in one iteration is 
O(k × Nin × Nh

n
× Nout).

In addition, data augmentation is employed before 
applying the MLP classifier. Data augmentation is a set 
of techniques to artificially increase the amount of data 
by generating new data points from existing data. This 
includes making small changes to data or using deep 
learning models to generate new data points. It is use-
ful to improve performance and outcomes of machine 
learning models by forming new and different examples 
to train datasets. There are many different methods to 
achieve data augmentation, such as padding, cropping, 
random erasing, adding white noise and pitch tuning, 
and so on. In this work, we use five data augmenta-
tions, including adding white noise, pitch tuning, ran-
dom shifting, peed and pitch tuning, and stretching 

(a) Original Speech

(b) Pre-processed Speech

Fig. 2 Example of speech spectrum after pre-processing
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the sound. Figure 4 shows the speech example and the 
spectrum after each data augmentation.

In the proposed SEC-MLP, we employ the fully con-
nected spectral network MLP classifier for classifica-
tion. MLP classifier relies on an underlying spectral 
network to perform the classification task. The MLP 
classifier is made to train on the given dataset. The 
training phase enables the MLP classifier to learn the 
correlation between the set of inputs and outputs. Dur-
ing training, the MLP classifier adjusts model param-
eters such as weights and biases in order to minimize 
the error. The MLP classifier uses backpropagation to 
make weight and bias adjustments relative to the error. 
During the implementation phase, the batch size is 
set as 256, and the Adam optimizer is adopted along 
with an adaptive learning rate approach. The learning 
rate is initialized to 0.001. If the learning rate cannot 
be decreased for two consecutive epochs, the current 
learning rate is divided by 5.

2.2  Classification using SVM
Figure 5 shows the flow chart of the proposed SEC-SVM. 
With the extracted feature as explained in Section  2.1, 
we apply the feature selection algorithm to enhance the 
performance. To select the features, various of subsets 
are generated from all features, and each subset will be 
filtered with learning algorithm and evaluated depending 
on its performance. It is the process of selecting highly 
relevant subset within a variety of features. The goal of 
feature selection algorithm is to find out the more rel-
evant data so that the performance can be improved 
by deleting the low relevant features. With the feature 
selection, the data visualization and data understanding 
can be promoted, the measurement and storage require-
ment can be reduced, the training, testing, and utilization 
times can be reduced, the efficiency of operation can be 
increased, and ultimately the performance of classifica-
tion can be improved. In this work, the performance 
of each algorithm is evaluated by the result of averaged 

Input Output

Input layer Hidden layer Output layer

Training Stage

Speech Pre-processing Feature Extraction Data Augmentation MLP Classifier

Testing Stage

Speech Pre-processing Feature Extraction Data Augmentation MLP Classifier Model

Class

Fig. 3 Flow chart of speech emotion classification using MLP classifier (SEC-MLP)
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(a) Original speech

(b) Noise Addition (White noise)

(c) Pitch Tuning

(d) Random shifting

(e) Peed and Pitch Tuning

(f) Stretching

Fig. 4 Speech spectrum after data augmentation. a Original speech, b noise addition, c pitch tuning, d random shifting, e peed and pitch tuning, 
and f stretching
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accuracy using the selected feature selection method. 
Two categories of selection algorithms are used for evalu-
ation: supervised algorithm and unsupervised algorithm 
[31]. Supervised learning is the machine learning task of 
learning a function that maps an input to an output based 
on example input-output pairs [32]. Unsupervised learn-
ing is to model the hidden patterns or underlying struc-
ture in the given input data in order to learn about the 
data. The supervised algorithms are the minimum redun-
dancy maximum relevance feature selection (mRMR) 
[33] and the Relief-F [34]. The unsupervised algorithms 
are the local learning-based clustering feature selection 
(LLCFs) [35] and unsupervised L2,1-norm regularized 
discriminative feature selection (UDFS) [36]. We calcu-
late the averaged ACC of the four feature selection meth-
ods respectively and show the results in Fig. 6, where the 

horizontal axis indicates the number of INTERSPEECH 
features extracted by OpenSMILE. It can be seen that the 
Relief-F, LLCFs LLCFs, and UDFS can achieve the better 
performance than mRMR.

In the SEC-SVM, the SVM classifier is applied for 
speech emotion classification. The SVM-train algorithm 
builds a model that assigns test examples to one category 
or another. First, the training labels, training character-
istics, testing labels, and testing characteristics are gen-
erated. Next, an SVM model is built by using the above 
training labels and characteristics. The best constant and 
gamma coefficient for building training model is com-
puted by grid search. Finally, SVM-predict defines the 
way of predicting labels and the predicting accuracy. 
Cross-validation algorithm is used in the SEC-SVM. The 
main idea of cross-validation is to divide original dataset 

Fig. 5 Flow chart of speech emotion classification using SVM (SEC-SVM)

Fig. 6 Performance of different feature selection algorithms
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into several parts; some of them is sent to classification 
method as training data and the other representing test-
ing data. This procession has the ability to evaluate the 
performance of classification and flags problems like 
overfitting. In this study, the tenfold cross-validation, 
which is a non-exhaustive cross-validation method, is 
used to divide dataset into training and testing parts. 
The tenfold cross-validation separates dataset into ten 
approximately equal subsets. Nine of the subsets are set 
as the train data and the remaining one is set as the test 
data. The procession will repeat ten times to make sure 
each part of the ten subsets has been used as train data 
at least once. The distributed data is then sent for clas-
sification use. The whole procedure will be repeated 20 
times. Given k training samples with m features, the time 
complexity for SVM is O(k ×m2).

Figure 6 contains four graphs, each of it shows the 
averaged accuracy got by using the four mentioned 
feature selections method. The result is obtained by 
filtering the whole feature set by four feature selec-
tion algorithms and then the filtered feature was sent 
to the SVM for classification. The x-axis of the graph 
represents the number of features, and the y-axis is 
the average accuracy. The goal of this test is to find 
out the best feature selection algorithm and the num-
ber of filtered features that can get the highest aver-
aged classification accuracy. As presented in the 

figure, the best performance of averaged accuracy for 
the spectral feature is achieved by UDFS algorithm 
and the best performance of averaged accuracy for 
INTERSPEECH feature is achieved by LLCFs algo-
rithm. By using UDFS algorithm for spectral feature 
and LLCFs algorithm for INTERSPEECH feature, 
the best features were selected and sent to SVM for 
classification.

3  Experimental results and discussions
In this study, the well-known database Berlin [37] was 
used to test the performance of the proposed method. 
The Berlin database [37] is a German database of 
emotional speech, which provides 535 audios of daily 
utterances containing seven emotions: (1) “anger,” 2) 
“boredom,”  (3) “disgust,”  (4) “fearful,”  (5) “happy,”  (6) 
“neutral,” and (7) “sad.” The data was recorded at a 
48-kHz sampling rate and then down-sampled to 
16-kHz. Examples of Berlin database are presented in 
Fig. 7. The figure represents the same utterance spoken 
by a Germany in three different emotions. The spec-
trums on the top represent fear, the middle spectrum 
shows happiness, and the last is acted in anger.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, 
the various metrics are calculated using (1) ∼ (5), where 
accuracy (ACC) represents accuracy of the model [38, 

Fig. 7 The spectrum examples taken from Berlin database
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39], true positive rate (TPR) measures how good the 
model is detecting positive events, and true negative rate 
(TNR) represents how apt the assignment to the positive 
class is. Positive prediction value (PPV) shows how exact 
the model is at assigning positive events to the positive 
class, and negative predictive value (NPV) measures how 

accurate the model is in detecting negative events. TP, 
TN, FP, and FN are the true positive, true negative, false 
positive, and false negative predicted labels, respectively.

(1)ACC =
TP + TN

P + N

Fig. 8 Performance of SEC-MLP without data augmentation using paralinguistic feature. ACC = 62.95%, TPR = 39.72%, TNR = 79.26%, PPV = 
57.36%, NPV = 65.18%. ACC results are used to construct the confusion matrix

Fig. 9 Performance of SEC-MLP with data augmentation using paralinguistic feature. ACC = 83.97%, TPR = 69.07%, TNR = 91.28%, PPV = 79.52%, 
NPV = 85.75%. ACC results are used to construct the confusion matrix
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(2)TPR =
TP

P
=

TP

TP + FN

(3)TNR =
TN

N
=

TN

FP + TN

(4)PPV =
TP

TP + FP

(5)NPV =
TN

TN + FN

Fig. 10 Performance of SEC-SVM using paralinguistic feature. ACC = 83.74%, TPR = 90.71%, TNR = 96.13%, PPV = 99.03%, NPV = 96.11%. ACC 
results are used to construct the confusion matrix

Fig. 11 Performance of SEC-MLP without data augmentation using spectral feature. ACC = 77.12%, TPR = 57.57%, TNR = 88.90%, PPV = 75.75%, 
NPV = 77.67%. ACC results are used to construct the confusion matrix
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3.1  Performance of proposed approach using 
paralinguistic feature

We show the performance of proposed speech emo-
tion classification approach using paralinguistic feature 
in this section, as shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, where the 
ACC results are calculated and are used to construct 
the confusion matrix. Figures  8 and 9 show the results 

of SEC-MLP without and with data augmentation 
respectively. The results indicate that performance of 
the approach can improve a lot with operations of data 
augmentation. In addition to the ACC results, we also 
calculate the TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV results of each 
speech emotion classification, and the averaged results 
are calculated in terms of without data augmentation 

Fig. 12 Performance of SEC-MLP with data augmentation using spectral feature. ACC = 89.39%, TPR = 78.38%, TNR = 94.5%, PPV = 86.84%, NPV = 
90.42%. ACC results are used to construct the confusion matrix

Fig. 13 Performance of SEC-SVM using spectral feature. ACC = 86.73%, TPR = 95.42%, TNR = 99.41%, PPV = 98.43%, NPV = 98.26%. ACC results are 
used to construct the confusion matrix
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and with data augmentation respectively. When without 
data augmentation, the averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, 
and NPV are 62.95%, 39.72%, 79.26%, 57.36%, and 65.18% 
respectively, while when data augmentation is applied, 
the averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV are 83.97%, 
69.07%, 91.28%, 79.52%, and 85.75%. respectively. The 
overall results indicate that data augmentation greatly 
improves the classification results.

Figure 10 shows the performance of the proposed SEC-
SVM, where the concatenated data from Berlin database 
was taken apart into ten subsets by tenfold cross-valida-
tion algorithm, and nine of the ten were transmitted as 
the input of SVM for train model. Predict label is gen-
erated by SVM predict after inserting test data, model, 
and predicting option. The averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, 
PPV, and NPV are calculated as 83.74%, 90.71%, 96.13%, 
99.03%, and 96.11% respectively. It can be easily seen that 
the SEC-SVM performs better than the SEC-MLP in the 
same circumstances.

3.2  Performance of proposed approach using spectral 
feature

Similarly as in Section 3.1, in this section, we show the 
performance of proposed speech emotion classifica-
tion approach using spectral feature, and the results are 

shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13, where the ACC results are 
used to construct the confusion matrix. Figures 11 and 
12 show the results of SEC-MLP without and with data 
augmentation respectively. We calculate the TPR, TNR, 
PPV, and NPV results of each speech emotion classifi-
cation as well, and the averaged results are calculated in 
terms of without data augmentation and with data aug-
mentation respectively. When without data augmenta-
tion, the averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV are 
77.12%, 57.57%, 88.90%, 75.75%, and 77.67% respec-
tively, while when data augmentation is applied, the 
averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV are 89.39%, 
78.38%, 94.5%, 86.84%, and 90.42%. respectively. The 
results indicate that the approach performance can 
improve a lot with operations of data augmentation.

Figure  13 shows the performance of the proposed 
SEC-SVM, where the concatenated data from Ber-
lin database was taken apart into ten subsets by ten-
fold cross-validation algorithm as well, and nine of 
the ten were transmitted as the input of SVM for train 
model. The averaged ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV 
are calculated as 86.73%, 95.42%, 99.41%, 98.43%, and 
98.26% respectively. It can be easily seen that the SEC-
SVM performs better than the SEC-MLP in the same 
circumstances.

Table 1 Comparison of proposed scheme with existing work under clean condition

The bolded data indicates the best results

ACC TPR TNR PPV NPV

Method of [39] 78.07% 88.19% 96.60% 84.35% 97.64%

SEC-MLP using paralinguistic feature Without data augmentation 62.95% 39.72% 79.26% 57.36% 65.18%

With data augmentation 83.97% 69.07% 91.28% 79.52% 85.75%

SEC-SVM using paralinguistic feature 83.74% 90.71% 96.13% 99.03% 96.11%

SEC-MLP using spectral feature Without data augmentation 77.12% 57.57% 88.90% 75.75% 77.67%

With data augmentation 89.39% 78.38% 94.50% 86.84% 90.42%

SEC-SVM using spectral feature 86.73% 95.42% 99.41% 98.43% 98.26%

Table 2 Comparison of proposed scheme with existing work under noisy condition

The bolded data indicates the best results

SNR Method ACC TPR TNR PPV NPV

5dB Method of [39] 82.55% 91.68% 93.72% 82.60% 97.36%

SEC-SVM using paralinguistic feature 66.17% 97.87% 88.22% 72.44% 99.24%
SEC-SVM using spectral feature 57.38% 69.40% 100.00% 100.00% 76.27%

10dB Method of [39] 84.52% 93.29% 94.52% 84.62% 97.89%

SEC-SVM using paralinguistic feature 67.48% 99.04% 91.49% 81.10% 99.37%

SEC-SVM using spectral feature 71.59% 82.47% 100.00% 100.00% 90.46%

15dB Method of [39] 84.68% 92.58% 94.62% 84.94% 97.68%
SEC-SVM using paralinguistic feature 74.39% 94.40% 96.89% 92.91% 97.56%

SEC-SVM using spectral feature 83.55% 92.70% 99.00% 97.27% 96.97%
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3.3  Comparison of the proposed scheme with the existing 
methods

To test the performance of proposed scheme under real 
speech environment, in this section, we compare perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme with the existing method 
[39], when under clean condition and noisy conditions, 
respectively, and show the results in Tables  1 and 2. In 
Table  2, Gaussian white noise with different signal-to-
noise ratios (5, 10, 15 dB) is used to distort testing speech 
samples before feature extraction. The ACC, TPR, TNR, 
PPV, and NPV are calculated to show the performance of 
the proposed scheme.

In Table 1, the performance of the proposed SEC-MLP 
and SEC-SVM are calculated, using paralinguistic feature 
and spectral feature, respectively. The metrics ACC, TPR, 
TNR, PPV, NPV are calculated, and the best result of 
each metric is highlighted in bold for clarity. The results 
indicate that SEC-MLP using paralinguistic feature 
achieves much better results with data augmentation, 
in terms of all ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV. On the 
other hand, the SEC-SVM using spectral feature achieves 
better results in terms of TPR, TNR, and NPV. In Table 2, 
we simulate the real environment by adding Gaussian 
white noise with different signal-to-noise ratios (5, 10, 15 
dB) and calculate the metrics ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and 
NPV respectively.

4  Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we propose the approach for speech emo-
tion classification and we evaluate the approach in vari-
ous cases. The traditional paralinguistic features based 
on the INTERSPEECH 2013 paralinguistic challenge set 
were extracted using OpenSMILE toolkit. The spectral 
features are extracted by the well-known MFCC. SVM 
and MLP classifier are employed respectively for the 
classification. Experiments have been conducted on the 
Berlin database to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed approach. The ACC, TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV 
are respectively calculated to measure the proposed 
approach. Experimental results show that the proposed 
approach achieves good performances under different 
conditions and performs better than the related work in 
terms of the various evaluation metrics. Our future work 
will focus on combining the different features for better 
classification performance and applying deep learning 
techniques for classification.
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